
A personal pronoun is a pronoun associated with a particular person,

place, or object.

A subject pronoun replaces a noun as the subject of a sentence. 

An object pronoun is used as the object of a verb or preposition.
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Name :

Personal Pronouns

Fill in the blanks with suitable subject or object pronouns.

1) This is Emma. is Ethan’s sister.

2) Our wildlife tour was fun. It excited in many ways.

3) Good morning, Dan. How are ?

4) Kiara bought a lollipop. gave to Desmond.

5) Smith is not just afraid of snakes, but he is terri!ed of .

6) The lion is roaring loudly. is hungry.

7) Eva is going to Newark. is doing a new project.

8) Aaron and Jake played so well. The school is sending for training.
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A personal pronoun is a pronoun associated with a particular person,

place, or object.

A subject pronoun replaces a noun as the subject of a sentence. 

An object pronoun is used as the object of a verb or preposition.
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Name : Answer Key

Personal Pronouns

Fill in the blanks with suitable subject or object pronouns.

1) This is Emma. is Ethan’s sister.She

2) Our wildlife tour was fun. It excited in many ways.us

3) Good morning, Dan. How are ?you

4) Kiara bought a lollipop. gaveShe to Desmond.it

5) Smith is not just afraid of snakes, but he is terri!ed of .them

6) The lion is roaring loudly. is hungry.It

7) Eva is going to Newark. is doing a new project.She

8) Aaron and Jake played so well. The school is sending for training.them
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